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Shortly after the Scots Act of Parliament 1646 n Children from the best classes attend school

regularly . Schools have high teaching standards. * Meals: An absolute plus of schools that
provide meals is that children can eat at any time during the day and have access to a free table.

Each school has a well-equipped canteen. * Teaching aids: You will not be able to organize
training without study aids. You will be offered an abundance of textbooks and other

educational materials, both electronic and printed. * Master classes and excursions: one or more
various master classes are included in the cost of educational programs. * Career Guidance

Assistance: School teachers can offer several curricula designed specifically for each student.
Each student is assigned a mentor so that students are not alone in the classroom during class. *
Individual hours with a teacher: in addition to lessons, a student can spend time with his mentor,
doing one of the four Preparation Programs in his years. This may be preparation for a musical
instrument, languages, sports or any other chosen program. * Psychologist: Before applying for

a place in the school, parents should consult with one of the specialists working with the student.
The consultation includes an examination of the child's psychological, physical and mental

condition, as well as an assessment of his abilities. * Common sense: The school is obliged to
acquire educational literature of interest to students and their parents, to help them in their

choice. * Enter into an agreement: Many schools require that an agreement be entered into, in
which they clearly describe what will happen to the children, their participation in the program,
security guarantees and social guarantees. * University Preparation Course: Regardless of which
steps precede each institution, a child may enter one or more of the four preparation programs.
Don't overlook the necessary training. * Parent Consultation: The school counselor can contact
you by phone or email to arrange a meeting with parents where she will offer them information
about the school, talk about the education of the children, and advise on any issues related to the

education of the children. * The school invites parents on a field trip during the summer
months: there is usually a week at the resorts for parents to get to know the locals and possibly

meet the children.
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